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Shortlisted for the Crime Writers' Association Debut Dagger Award in 2012.

What would you do if you were the first female police officer in Glasgow with a PhD? Could you survive if
you were raised in a posh neighbourhood of Edinburgh and learnt about crime from a book?

Would your PhD in psychology clash with your newly assigned detective inspector who grew up in the
slums of Glasgow’s East End and learnt about crime from the street?

Would you royally piss off this new boss of yours if you were ‘all about rules’ and he was ex-Marine and ex-
SWAT in America for ten years, and had brought back the aggression and attitude of a cowboy cop to
Glasgow?

DEATH BY GLASGOW teams up the education, sophistication and brains of Detective Sergeant Fiona
Lyon-Jones with the street sense, balls and gall of Detective Inspector Fleet Sharkey.

A double-barrel with a posh lilt, partnered with a bad boy with an impenetrable accent. Colliding cultures.
Colliding accents. Colliding egos.

A marriage made in hell.

It’s a week before Christmas. If they don’t get their act together—fast—neither one will live to see
Hogmanay.
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From reader reviews:

Angela Powers:

Reading a book can be one of a lot of action that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading book
therefore. There are a lot of reasons why people love it. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new
info. When you read a guide you will get new information simply because book is one of a number of ways
to share the information or perhaps their idea. Second, looking at a book will make you actually more
imaginative. When you studying a book especially fictional book the author will bring that you imagine the
story how the personas do it anything. Third, you are able to share your knowledge to other folks. When you
read this DEATH by GLASGOW, you can tells your family, friends along with soon about yours book. Your
knowledge can inspire average, make them reading a reserve.

David Anthony:

On this era which is the greater particular person or who has ability to do something more are more treasured
than other. Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple approach to have that. What you must do is just
spending your time almost no but quite enough to get a look at some books. One of many books in the top
listing in your reading list is actually DEATH by GLASGOW. This book that is qualified as The Hungry
Mountains can get you closer in turning into precious person. By looking upward and review this guide you
can get many advantages.

Raymond Littlefield:

You will get this DEATH by GLASGOW by browse the bookstore or Mall. Just viewing or reviewing it
could to be your solve difficulty if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this book are various.
Not only by written or printed but additionally can you enjoy this book simply by e-book. In the modern era
just like now, you just looking from your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose
your personal ways to get more information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange you to
ultimately make your knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose proper ways for you.

Gene Conley:

What is your hobby? Have you heard in which question when you got learners? We believe that that issue
was given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everyone has different hobby. So you know
that little person just like reading or as studying become their hobby. You have to know that reading is very
important and book as to be the factor. Book is important thing to include you knowledge, except your
current teacher or lecturer. You see good news or update about something by book. A substantial number of
sorts of books that can you choose to adopt be your object. One of them is this DEATH by GLASGOW.
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